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S A T I R E  &  S A R C A S M

New Years Resolutions to Save the Planet
by Addison Pozzi

 

 The results are in here at TWW. The burden of saving the planet is on you, the individual, 
and not the 100 companies responsible for 71% of global carbon emissions since 1988. So grip your 
metal straws in solidarity and adopt these new years resolutions so you can save the planet. 

1 Make your required 2,000 calories a day “go green” by eating 19 heads of lettuce

2 Cut down on gas from commuting by quitting your job

3 Eliminate “fast-fashion” by clothing yourself in eco-friendly trash bags 

4 Reduce shower time by never bathing

5 Bring your own bags when you shoplift from your local grocery store

6 Inform strangers of your efforts by screaming at them on the sidewalk

Hopefully, these resolutions will encourage some green habits amongst you and your friends in the 
upcoming year! Let us know here at TWW about your experiences by emailing us at info@thiswonder-
fulworld.org. Happy New Year!
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 Oh 2019, you overzealous fool. How we 
pained through your passing and rejoice at your 
conclusion (that applies to every year though). 
You were with us through some of our greatest 
strides in the arts and humanities (eh), and some 
of our worst moments. When the North Koreans 
started firing off bottle rockets on national 
television and their slick haired ruler (Kim 
Jong Un a.k.a. “the Feast from the East”) spoke 
with words bigger than his pompadour; or when 
the great space war began and thousands lost 
valuable minutes, minutes which can never be re-
imbursed, paying attention to what was thought 
to be a reenactment of Star Wars IV-VI; alas, the 
great intergalactic conflict turned out to be as 
riveting as “The Rise of Skywalker” (or not at 
all). 2019 you gave so many, so much to be angry 
about.

When climate scientists declared the world was 
going to end in ~100 years, then ~60, and now rest-
ing at a healthy ~45, and the millions took to the 
streets to stand up for our planet; while others 
took to Fox News, to aid in the dilution of the 
truth. When the American president admitted to 
impeachable offenses on national television but 
proved that saying you didn’t do something, ex-
onerates you; and many took to Fox News, to aid 
in the dilution of the truth. On brighter side 
though, you never deserted us. No matter who felt 
oppressed, 2019 was the year of solidarity of mi-
nority and majority groups. When the oppressed 
spoke out in the masses, not only did the op-
pressed not back down, the oppressors arrived in 
style. 2019 you made bigot a term of endearment 
and if that ain’t inclusivity, I don’t know what is.

2019, you ruined many careers, some rightfully; 
and some I will be “canceled” for saying wrong-
fully. You gave us Kevin Spacey issuing an apol-
ogy for his actions, while in the character of 
“Frank Underwood”. You gave us the thought of 
Louis C.K. masturbating vigorously, which is 
arguably worse than his offense. If the idea was 
to out him to prevent this from happening to 
other people, the antithesis occurred; now we all 
have to deal with that trauma. You reminded us 
that political correctness can get dystopian real 
quick, and that the best defense wrong or right 

is silence. You showed us what this whole Cold 
War business was all about, and brought us this 
much closer to “1984”. You gave the pervo-class 
citizens something beautiful with more and more 
acceptable methods of self-love (life-size recre-
ations of adult actresses, and a whole lot of dif-
ferent gender categories). 

All in all, 2019 you weren’t that bad of an egg; 
just a lumpy one where the yolk always breaks 
when you crack it in the pan. You also reminded 
us how guilty we are of the massacre, in vari-
ous horrid ways, of livestock. You taught us that 
“Fair Life” is a cruel fucking joke carried out by 
sadistic pieces of shit; you reminded us that just 
because everyone’s told you something since you 
were a child, doesn’t mean it isn’t a lie. 2019, you 
gave us so much to do better, and so many ways to 
learn from our mistakes. Maybe we’re better for 
it, or maybe we’re just as fucked. We’ve got 366 
days to prove ourselves (it’s a leap year).

. . .

O d e  t o  2 0 1 9
by Nash Hamilton
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Aries
This is it Aries, your last year on earth before you transcend this realm into hell where you be-
long. I may or may not be joking but I also need you to stop doing so many drugs. Aries, you can be 
strong without giving a strong reaction to EVERYTHING. And stop chasing what you can’t have!!! This 
year your talents and ambitions will grow, and you will find recognition and freedom. Your aunt’s 
sunflowers will bloom this year. It is almost exactly like a garden, but it’s not. Is anything actually 
happening? Moderate the layers. You can fly. 

TAurus 
Get out of the house this year, Taurus. For fuck’s sake, people are gonna stop inviting you when you 
don’t show up for the 34th time. You’ll be maturing this year, hopefully not making other people feel 
like shit about themselves, even finishing some of the many projects you start. Don’t put your cups 
in the wrong cabinet. Avoid Capricorns. Upside down rainbows. An idea. Someone offering you a page 
for their own benefit. You will have a new perspective. This is good for you. 

Gemini
Geminiiii, you guys are crazy but this year please be constructive with your disasters. You’ve got 
a lot of options opening up, specifically regarding the messes you made in 2019. However, 2020 is a 
good year for you to begin a new relationship. A small pink animal is sticking out its finger. Your 
focus for this year is expanding your horizons. If you don’t know how, check that message I sent you 
20 minutes ago when I asked you what you wanted for dinner and you didn’t reply because you were 
walking a mile in someone else’s shoes so you would know if they were comfortable before buying a 
pair for yourself. Break out your best outfit for every full moon this year because it is sure to 
make someone at the bar hit on you. I think you’ve got this covered, Waiter?

CAnCer 
Cancer, they didn’t mean it when they said you were a selfish victimizer, what they meant was, “all 
Cancers are amazing and deserve to make a lot of money this year.” Important messages usually come 
in code. Have you checked in on your permanent dissatisfaction lately? A lot is going to change this 
year but you can’t get bitter about it. This year your blessings will come in disguise, and it’s not 
going to be that much better than 2019 but you will be much more prepared this time around. The 
milky way is in a fight with her step-dad and you are way safer being yourself than anyone else. 
You can get a trusted stallion to lead you to enlightenment, she is wearing blue with yellow flowers. 
Admire the bubbles and don’t pop ANY. You will finally get the best haircut of your life. 

Leo 
Leos, what would we do without you? Ruled by the sun, but no one seems to be equipped with a high 
enough SPF to not get a sunburn. This year I need you to take yourself seriously and channel all 
that energy inward without being SO FULL OF YOURSELF…. because we know you’re mad insecure deep 
down and it's time to change that! Embrace getting your feet covered in grape juice. You may find 
it helpful to begin writing a Shakespearean tragic comedy. Keep writing it until you come up with 
something. For love, control your impulses and conceal a single strand of hair inside a box from the 
ghost of your lover’s ex. Some of you may be traveling this year and others may be pregnant. When 
you know, you will know. 

VirGo
Virgos, thanks for joining the group chat instead of making it your own personal soapbox. 2020 is 
going to be a good year for you regarding love and work, with a transit that brings emphasis on 
pursuing happiness. However, Virgos tend to be overly critical and over-think things to the point of 

2020 Horoscopes for people who know
nothing about astrology and had a shit year 

by Jess Craven
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delusion, which is fucking annoying. I need you to spend less time on the extravagant event plan-
ning and grow up a little bit. Go to the ocean. Don’t impulsively get a tattoo that you later regret. 
Be cautious of the inescapable abyss and student loans. When you are at the ocean, a dolphin will 
share a secret with you but it is not to be trusted. The color is blue and you will hate this because 
it’s impossible to match with anything. You can either go to bed or not, but be human. For success, 
organize your filing cabinet until you realize you spend way too much time on pointless things.

LibrA
What’s your new year’s resolution? Oh, right, you haven’t decided yet. Libras, like all of the signs, 
like to be a little problematic. It’s not your fault, being masters of socializing, you love to break 
the social rules for your own entertainment. Perhaps this year, Libras could pick up a book rather 
than reading the room. This year you will find security within your self worth, with the risk of 
going bankrupt. Don’t do that. 2020 brings an inevitable end. A fast microscopic spaceship. The sun. 
Once you get a taste you will jump into the mouth of a hungry lion (when you have made the painful 
decision). And of course, group sex. 

sCorpio
Oh no, a Scorpio! Love is in the air! And it’s not a toxic relationship! I need you to realize that 
vulnerability is strength. The stars personally told me that 2020 is the year for you to begin a big 
project, and that you need to let go of the memory of when Ashley said she didn’t really like you in 
third grade. Someone has to get their hands dirty. Here’s a gift card to Home Depot, please spend it on 
a shovel and get to it. It’s as if you feel like you can only be one or another but you’re really just 
being dumb. You will see a crescent moon. Be good. You’re supposed to be the responsible one and you 
only brought 30SPF and now Leo is going to get a sunburn. 

sAGiTTArius 
You, Sag, are doing so well. Yet, how good can you be doing if you constantly have one foot in and 
one foot planning an escape route at all times? The Ruler of commitment issues, (we need you to be 
like that), but 2020 is all about committing to your DREAMS XD. Sagittarius, with Jupiter abandoning 
you, expect a lot of money or none whatsoever this year. You can set everything on fire but what you 
truly want is burning at the stake. I recommend investing in a memory foam that will last for the 
entire decade. This year is all about you and I need you to not be lonely but independent. Are you 
the guru? Follow the spiraling butterfly off a cliff. Members of cults are also at risk. Later, bitch. 

CApriCorn 
Happy Birthday Capricorns! This year will be very fulfilling for you..but it won’t be easy at all re-
ally. I think you like that idea. Some of you talk too much, some of you have never used your vocal 
cords. I could tell you this year will be good for work and ambitions because that’s all anyone seems 
to know about Capricorns but it will also be good for your confidence. Dance more. Friends will be 
your friends. But don’t be fooled by your past. The prism is not an illusion. Keep your head up prin-
cess… your tiara is falling <3 

AquArius 
Aquarius, you are like other girls. I appreciate your commitment to not being human but you need to 
do what you encourage everyone else to be doing while you hesitate to do it yourself. Anyway, this 
year is a great time to unblock your heart chakra by volunteering at the hospital. By that I mean 
you’re going to have a heart attack from all the time you’ll spend fleeing incoming calls from people 
who didn’t get the joke you made because it was a little too cynical. Instead, use this time to stare at 
your third eye in the mirror. You will find this either incredibly insufferable or mildly inspiring. 
I would like to see you in a floral shirt and floral pants. You used to be more unapologetic. 

pisCes  
This year is about blooming, Pisces, you beautiful souls. I know you love your mystery and depth 
but when things start moving for you this year, do not sabotage yourself when you feel alone. Bleed 
through your art, you can use your time to release a lobster before it’s unjust fate. The moon will 

2 0 2 0  h o r o s c o p e s  c o n t.
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show you how. Hook up with an air sign and buy some Playdoh. This year will bring you deeper spiri-
tually, but will also expose where you’ve been neglecting yourself emotionally. Let your cup be full 
so you can jump out and grow legs when you leave the water. Walk away. Your friendships will grow 
this year, as will your escapism. Behind every cold manipulative truth is a podcast full of infor-
mation that will not change your life, so do not attempt to make one yourself. The first thing that 
comes to mind is most likely the problem and the solution. Happy New Years, my love. 

2 0 2 0  h o r o s c o p e s  c o n t.

Just three days before the United Nations Climate Summit, people gathered for Cli-
mate Strike protests all over the world the week of September 20th. Here are some 
of the best slogans seen on posters.  

1. You can’t comb over climate change *pictured next to Trump’s infamous hairdo

2. Don’t be a fossil fool 

3. Leonardo Dicaprio’s girlfriends deserve a future 

4. So bad even introverts are here 

5. Keep the earth clean its not Uranus

6. SEX! Now that I have your attention stop killing the planet 

7. You’ll die of old age we’ll die of climate change

8. It’s so bad I skipped the area 51 raid *The “raid” also occurred on September 20th

9. I thought you were pro-life

10. I’ve seen smarter cabinets at Ikea 

11. Shit’s fucked up

The Best Climate Strike Sign Slogans 
(in no particular order)

by Raeleigh Tochtenhagen 
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MasterpiecesModern Day
TWW presents . . .

Warhol White Claw by John Welch
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Mona Del Ray
by June Kolentus

Monet’s Water Debris
by Isabel Brickner

The  Creation of A(i)dam
by Claire Forehand
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Vintage Juul by Claire Forehand
The Vaping Man 
by June Kolentus
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S E R I O U S N E S S

n January 3, 
2020, a mere 
16 days after 

his impeachment by the 
House of Representatives, President Trump wagged 
the dog of war with his drone-borne assasination 
of  Iranian General Qasem Soleimani, acting in the 
same impulsive and thoughtless manner with which 
he fires off tweets. 
General Qasem Soleimani, commander of Iran’s Al Quds, 
an elite unit of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard, was an 
Iranian war-hero and influential figure through-
out the Middle East whose murder at the hands of 
our renegade President has brought our already in-
ternally-conflicted nation to the brink of World 
War III. While I do not frankly know much more than 
this about Soleimani, and do not endorse his partic-
ular religious or political affiliations or his own 
acts of violence, his killing was nonetheless ille-
gal, rash, and unjustified. 

The assassination came in response to an Iranian 
protest staged days earlier at the U.S. Embassy in 
Baghdad, after an American air-raid on Iranian 
backed Hezbollah fighters in Iraq, where we last at-
tempted to spread democracy...forcibly...twice. 

Despite his flagrant violation of Article I, Section 
8 of our constitution which grants war-making pow-
ers to Congress, Trump’s actions were in line with 
a decades long precedent of Executive war-making, 
dating back to the Truman Administration. The 1973 
War Powers Resolution, originally designed to lim-
it the President’s ability to wage war apart from 
Congressional approval, ultimately had the oppo-
site effect, when it was updated, in 2001, to allow 
the President to unilaterally declare war on “or-
ganisations and persons” as well as nations, with-
out Congressional approval, if said organisations 
and persons were deemed an “imminent threat”. This 
vaguely interpreted law, combined with Bush’s vague 
“War on Terror” (which Obama continued to fight in 
the same, drone-happy manner), has contributed to 
our seemingly endless war in the Middle East, a war 
Trump promised to end, before pouring gasoline on 
its smoldering ruins. 

After his premature declaration of victory over ISIS, 

a victory he celebrated 
by abandoning the Kurds 
whose sacrifices made it 
possible to certain geno-

cide under the Turks, he murdered a general who, ac-
cording to BBC’s Lyce Doucet: “...played a crucial role 
in campaigns against [the] Islamic State.”(YouTube, 
Qasem Soleimani: US kills top Iranian general in 
Baghdad airstrike -BBC News)

With a constantly morphing definition of “terror-
ist” our war on terrorism can be endlessly expanded 
to the whims of the war-economists. 

This terrorist who helped us defeat the ISIS terror-
ists (whose existence we are partially responsible 
for), according to Sen. Linsey Graham, was not killed 
“for what he’d done in the past” but in a “pre-emp-
tive defensive strike”(YouTube, Graham: Soleimani 
was 'orchestrating chaos,' strike neutralized future 
attacks -  Fox News).
If Soleimani is a terrorist, it isn’t clear to me that 
our illegal asssasination of him is any different 
than an act of terrorism, if by terrorism, we mean 
an act of political violence aimed to intimidate or 
send a political message. 

Mike Pompeo, while claiming the same to CNN, failed 
to present any evidence for this hypothetical fu-
ture event we were punishing in Minority Report 
fashion, pointing instead to Solemenai’s past and 
Iran’s tyrannical regime. 

If a regime’s tyrannical nature were enough to war-
rant our military aggression than why don’t we bomb 
Saudi Arabia, or Turkey? Or why then do we replace 
democratically elected officials with CIA sponsored 
dictators on a regular basis in South America, Af-
rica, and the Middle-East? If we are truly concerned 
with the well-being of the Iranian people, do we 
really expect that well-being to be achieved by 
slaughtering them and leaving their country anoth-
er wasteland to be filled with the Islamic State ter-
rorists currently escaping the prisons the murdered 
Kurds can no longer defend? 

The fact is that America has been meddling in the 
Middle-East’s development since the end of the Sec-

NO IRAN WAR! 
(for the love of God) 

A Factual Rant 
By Isaac Eustice O
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ond World War, a habit which has fatefully brought 
us to the brink of a Third World War. As long as 
we continue to practice imperialism through regime 
change, the Middle-East will have justification to 
resist us, which will continually generate new jus-
tifications for our endless presence there. In other 
words, there will be war without end, like in George 
Orwell’s 1984, where a different war is waged every 
day, in which the allies of yesterday's war have be-
come the enemies, and vice-versa, the state never 
acknowledging the carousel of constantly changing 
alliances and vendettas. 

The contradictory excuses of the Trump administra-
tion reveal the obvious truth that the Pentagon has 
been hell-bent for a long time on invading Iran and 
engaging in yet another misguided regime change 
which cannot yield results any different than a 
long line of tiresome, bloody examples. 

The war-mongers’ justifications for war with Iran 
are virtually the same as their yet unproven “weap-
ons of mass destruction” rhetoric which got them into 
Iraq more than ten years ago. If Congress doesn’t end 
this policy of relinquishing their Constitutional-
ly mandated war-making authority to the President, 

we will not only enter another pointless, expensive 
Middle-Eastern catastrophe, but this time, we will 
most likely initiate nuclear World War (when Russia 
gets involved, a long time ally of Iran) 

The corporate-military interests in the United 
States, the true oligarchic power behind the Pres-
idency, have not had the interests or well-being of 
the American people or frankly any people, in mind 
for a long time. If that had not become violently 
obvious before, it must be now. 

You can sign a petition here with the FCNL, an orga-
nization of Quaker Peace Activists 

https://www.fcnl.org/
requesting that Congress exercise their constitu-
tional powers to prevent an unlawful war with Iran. 

Otherwise, contact our Tennessee Representative 
Mark Green
at (202)225-2811 

Or protest, write, otherwise express your disapprov-
al of a yet another war that doesn’t represent the 
interests of the American people. 

THE SPIRITUAL NOMAD
(An Essay Against InstaCulture) 

by Isaac Eustice

t our present cultur-
al moment, social me-
dia, a technological 

paradigm designed with the help 
of the same psychological techni-
cians who helped design the addic-
tive interface of casinos, has re-
placed television as the dominant, 
culture shaping medium.  Due to 
the promotion of selective users 
with selective content, a more or 
less cohesive worldview emerges as 
an aggregation of the various vid-
eos, writings, and pictures which 
form anyone’s feed. With new ways 
of communicating and new ways 
of viewing ourselves, others, and 
the world around us, a new set of 
cultural archetypes have emerged. 
The most striking, and romantic 
archetype is that of the Spiri-
tual Nomad: a light-travelling, 
forward thinking, optimistic, mo-
bile, hedonistic, unencumbered 
gypsy-sophist. This archetype is 

a distinctly American hero, a new 
age incarnation of the cowboy, al-
though social media’s global reach 
has christened this character a 
citizen of the world. Despite its 
global status, this mythical icon 
is nonetheless a product of Amer-
ica’s capitalist, individualistic, 
consumerist attitudes towards re-
ality. On Instagram users are en-
couraged to travel endlessly, to 
accumulate aesthetic, emotional, 
sexual and cultural experiences, 
not to put down roots anywhere, 
just to “eat, drink, have sex, and 
travel” since “what’s the point in 
collecting material possessions 
when everything is transient? 
Collect experiences. Collect plac-
es. Collect people.” While masquer-
ading as spirituality, this view 
is only a more ethereal manifes-
tation of the American consumer-
ist habit of conspicuous consump-
tion. In the wake of a crippling 

recession, for a generation addled 
with debt living in an increas-
ingly precarious economic land-
scape, the accumulation of goods 
has been exchanged for the accu-
mulation of experience as a more 
attainable, albeit still material-
istic pursuit. The Joneses are kept 
up with, not on the white-fenced 
and obsessively manicured lawns, 
but on the Instagram feed, with 
travel photos, inspirational apho-
risms, and the blatant exhibition-
ism of one’s love life. All that has 
shifted is that which is consumed, 
that which holds value as a status 
symbol. Far from being a spiritu-
al path, this path of accumulative 
“experience” does more to blur, 
erode, and blunt experience rath-
er than to enhance it. This way 
of life also assumes an infinite 
supply of money and consumer 
goods to fuel the nomad’s endless, 
wandering collection of commod-
ified experience. The Spiritual 
Nomad must have a constant sup-
ply of money and fuel. They must 
have a constant supply of friends 
and lovers to take pictures with, 
and the endless stores of emotion-
al energy required for emotional 

 A

n o  i r a n  w a r  c o n t.
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transactions. They must be a mem-
ber of the bourgeois, fashionable 
middle-class, at the very least. 
They have to be fit, beautiful, 
and dressed in the latest brands, 
brands that fund their travels in 
exchange for the use of their per-
son as a walking billboard. 

The Spiritual Nomad may be free, 
but to what end? As this charac-
ter is typically concerned about 
the health of the planet and the 
sustainability of their lifestyle, 
we must ask, is their lifestyle 
sustainable? Is it healthy, nat-
ural, beneficial for the plan-
et and those around them? Since 
they will never put down roots 
anywhere, they will be endlessly 
consuming without ever giving 
anything back to the land, the 
people, or the cultures which ex-
ist only as a kind of amusement 
park for their own gratification. 
Therefore the Spiritual Nomad, I 
would argue, is neither spiritual, 
nor sustainable, a luxury product 
of great affluence. For them, ex-
perience has been materialized, 
commodified, transformed into an 
object to seek, to acquire, to con-
sume, to cast aside like a crum-
pled up soda can in pursuit of the 
next rush. When pursued by the 
same fevered hunger which once 
pursued success, experience too 
becomes nebulous and perpetually 
unattainable. In a simpler world, 
with a more stable economy, suc-
cess was climbing the hierarchi-
cal ladder, landing a high-paying 
job and collecting status symbols. 
In more austere times, success is 
equated with securing and dis-
playing an ideal experience of 
the world which is used to market 
the ideal “self” as its own status 
symbol.  

The quality of an experience has 
more to do with the presence of 
the experiencer with whatever 
is before them, rather than in 
the quantitative accumulation of 
“more” (more travel, more adven-
ture, more lovers, more wine, more 
spirituality). The pursuit of more 
is reflective of an inner poverty 
and a weakened capacity for expe-

rience, rather than the depth of 
experience which more claims to 
provide. 

As an adolescent, on the cusp of 
the iPod’s rise as a personal music 
device, before the internet offered 
an endless library of cheap or 
free music, I would still purchase 
physical CD albums by the bands I 
loved. I would save my money for 
weeks, mowing lawns and washing 
cars to scrape together enough 
cash to buy one album of 12 or so 
songs. The whole process was sa-
cred and parallel to my discovery 
of music, a discovery as euphoric 
as falling in love for the first 
time. In the early days of my CD 
collection, I only had one or two 
albums, which I listened to daily, 
ritually, laying on the floor with 
closed eyes as I listened to the en-
tire work from beginning to end. 
I memorized every word of every 
song, every movement of the vari-
ous instruments, I knew these al-
bums by heart. They became a part 
of me. I savored them. I’ve never 
enjoyed music like I enjoyed mu-
sic then, when I had such a lim-
ited supply of it, the limitations 
of which narrowed and channeled 
my experience of music in a very 
deep way. Once I discovered music 
streaming and file-sharing web-
sites, I gained access to all of the 
music ever recorded in the his-
tory of mankind. With infinite 
choices of music at my disposal, 
my experience of it gradually 
dulled. I was intoxicated, not on 
music, but on the endless possibil-
ity of music available to me. Pos-
sibility replaced actuality, with 
an infinitude of choice. America 
is a society addicted to the idea 
of limitless choice, and many of 
us spend our entire lives without 
ever choosing anything, merely 
sampling all that reality has to 
offer while never eating a single 
meal, going through life starved 
and anemic and perpetually hun-
gry, strung out on everything we 
could do, or might have. The dizzy-
ing array of possibility is a con-
sequence of a material affluence 
which grows increasingly tenuous 
and unsustainable by the day. It’s 

likely that those living under 
much more restricted conditions 
are able to live far more deeply 
present within the confines of 
their limited experience than 
those whose energy is stretched 
out over the thresholds of a thou-
sand possibilities. We must under-
stand that the lifestyles market-
ed to us across all forms of media 
are those which profit vast, mul-
tinational corporations who have 
no interest in or investment in 
the well-being of local communi-
ties. They have made millions off 
of human aimlessness, dissatisfac-
tion, and addiction. 

The Spiritual Nomad is essential-
ly a marketing tool: a rootless, 
cultureless, atomized individual 
who is “free” to be wielded by ad-
vertisers to sell anything. Having 
been thoroughly uprooted, they 
have been stripped of their iden-
tities, rendered blank slates to be 
filled with brands, slogans, and 
sales pitches. The Spirituality of 
the Nomad is confused because it 
seems to have no concept of what 
a human being needs, their mys-
ticism is purely ethereal, purely 
personal, never coming down to 
earth or reaching out to another. 

A human needs food, shelter, love, 
community, and purpose. These are 
the most basic needs, the highest 
of which being the need of the in-
dividual to feel that they are giv-
ing back their life to the world 
from which their life was derived. 
As the old saying goes, “to give is 
better than to receive.” Happiness 
is impossible without feeling use-
ful, without feeling as that you 
have something to contribute to 
those around you. 

With sustainability becoming an 
increasing concern, I would argue 
that a more sustainable way to live 
would be to live where you are, to 
forget the endless potentialities 
of pseudo-spiritual wanderlust 
and to invest yourself in the pres-
ent immediate moment, where-ever 
that happens to be. Get to know 
the names of the people who live 
around you, become involved in 

t h e  s p i r i t u a l  n o m a d  c o n t.
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o outline the Absurd 
one should first con-
sider the correlation 

of Alienation within the move-
ment of Existentialism and Marx-
ism. Although not explicitly stat-
ed as "Alienation", the concept of 
Alienation is important to the 
existentialist movement, and has 
considerable affinity with Karl 
Marx's view on the term. The exis-
tentialists view Alienation as a 
construct caused by societal ex-
pectation; that, ultimately, an in-
dividual is absolutely free from 
any sort of obligation, whether 
it be marriage, a job, or political 
stature. More intently, the exis-
tentialist concept of Alienation 
focuses on the inherent absurdity 
of life. This absurdity is viewed 
in an optimistic manner, howev-
er, and even relishes, that, once 
you are aware of life's absurdity, 
you can find peace in its medita-
tive quality. Camus discusses the 
certain coziness one can find in 
absurdity in his The Myth of Si-

syphus -- "One does not discover 
the absurd without attempting to 
write a manual of happiness. 'What! 
by such narrow ways--?' There is 
but one world, however. Happiness 
and the absurd are two sons of the 
same earth. They are inseparable. 
It would be a mistake to say that 
happiness necessarily springs 
from the absurd discovery. It hap-
pens as well that the feeling of 
the absurd springs from happi-
ness" (Camus 24). In comparison, 
Marx argues that Alienation is 
a trait more exclusively aligned 
with the working and lower class-
es and caused by the absence of the 
worker's relationship with their 
product -- that they are simply a 
cog in the machine of capitalism. 
Marx states: "The product of labor 
is labor which has been embodied 
in an object, which has become ma-
terial: it is the objectification 
of labor. Labor’s realization is 
its objectification. Under these 
economic conditions this realiza-
tion of labor appears as loss of 

realization for the workers; ob-
jectification as loss of the object 
and bondage to it; appropriation 
as estrangement, as alienation" 
(Marx 29). In other words, as work-
ers have no relationship with the 
capitalist’s product, they them-
selves become the product -- their 
labor is their product.

Marx's version of Alienation is 
much more linear than the exis-
tentialists, as it simply applies 
to the working class's disjointed 
relationship with production. It 
is not to my surprise that Sar-
tre was indeed a Marxist; however, 
the existentialist view of Alien-
ation is exceedingly applied to, 
well, the existential aspect of it. 
Alienation to the existentialists 
is the inherent absurdity of life,
that we by existence are alienat-
ed from perceived reality, and how 
individual freedom is, no matter 
how caged one may feel, infinite-
ly appropriated by our choices. 
On a side note, one may even find 
affinity in the acceptance of ab-
surdity throughout Existential-
ism to be comparable to the ac-
ceptance of fate within Stoicism, 
that both philosophies embrace 
the chaos of life while assuming 
happiness can only be a byproduct 
of the consciousness of the trag-
edy of existence. Camus himself 

the local culture, plant a garden 
in the soil where you yourself 
have grown. To work and live lo-
cally is far cheaper, and consumes 
far less resources than a life of 
constant travel (which requires a 
constant fuel source). By choosing 
to limit yourself to a more im-
mediate existence, you also have 
the capacity for depth, in your 
relationships and pursuits. Ev-
erything that exists in the whole 
world can be found wherever one 
happens to be. The whole is also 
contained in its parts. Through-
out my own travels I’ve learned 
that wherever a person goes, there 
they find themselves. Nothing they 
have not found in Chicago will 
be present in London, as find-
ing is related to the subjective 
lens through which they seek. The 

quality of a person’s experience is 
directly related to their presence 
with that experience, wherever it 
finds them in whatever particu-
lar form it happens to take. The 
thing is to live fully, wherever 
you are, to live well, to live in 
harmony with those around you, 
to live fruitfully, so that the 
earth blooms where one plants 
the soles of their boots, so that 
those around you are enriched and 
enlightened by your presence, so 
that you too can be watered by the 
overflow of another. To change the 
world for the better is impossi-
ble and insane for the one whose 
own garden is blighted, droughted, 
and worm-eaten. To live in har-
mony with one’s neighbors is no-
bler than the exploits meriting 
any peace prize and does more in 

the interests of human peace than 
any protest. To live as naturally 
as possible, to grasp the philoso-
phy of the earth’s cycles, to take 
lessons from the stream and the 
vine, to converse with the spar-
rows, to know the streets of one’s 
city as the lines of one’s own palm, 
to see the same friends for years, 
to love faithfully and constantly, 
to respect the condition of one’s 
own heart and soul, these things, 
in my view, are ingredients of a 
successful life which are diffi-
cult to mimic by photography, more 
difficult to wave as tweeted ban-
ners, a simplicity and a humility 
which should not be and cannot 
ultimately be commodified on the 
dopamine market, but rather must 
be sought in the fruitful limits 
of the actual world. 

 T

t h e  s p i r i t u a l  n o m a d  c o n t.

on the absurd
by Samuel Day
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states: "...there is no sun without 
shadow, and it is essential to know 
the night. The absurd man says yes 
and his effort will henceforth be 
unceasing. If there is a personal 
fate, there is no higher destiny" 
(Camus 24). Although Existential-
ism may very well be respectable 
in its attempts to evaluate the 
true power of societal constructs, 
one cannot help but wonder if 
some may take the philosophy as 
an absolute sacrifice to notions 
of responsibility; an unhealthy 
existentialist is, fundamentally, 
a nihilist. This devolvement to 
nihilism caused by reductionist 
tendencies is observably on the 
rise within millennial academia. 
Although aligning with features 
of Postmodernism, the existential 
tendency remains apparent; that 
is, the claiming of the Absurd, 
and the destabilizing of priorly 
perceived objective truths. Again, 
this essay is in no way condemn-
ing Existentialism, in fact its no-
bility of acceptance towards the 
absurdity of existence is on the 
cusp of a meditative state; how-
ever, the byproduct of mis-moni-
tored existential tendencies are 
comparable to the extremes of An-
archism -- that is, if the absurdi-
ty of life is abused as objective 
truth, then social and individual 
responsibility should absolve. In 
a way, this claim to extreme Ex-
istentialism (which is by defini-
tion nihilistic) is certainly on 
par with Nietzsche’s notion of the 

death of God. In Beyond Good and 
Evil, Nietzsche claims: “All the 
systems of morals which address 
themselves with a view to their 
‘happiness,’ as it is called—what 
else are they but suggestions for 
behavior adapted to the degree of 
DANGER from themselves in which 
the individuals live; recipes for 
their passions, their good and bad 
propensities, insofar as such have 
the Will to Power and would like 
to play the master” (Nietzsche 5: 
par. 198). Nietzsche assumes that 
“happiness” is merely an instinct 
for freedom but with an inherent 
moral obligation to be perceived 
as moral -- as if the desire for 
happiness is a psychological im-
pediment resulting from a surviv-
al-mechanistic pursuit of maximal 
freedom. This pursuit of maximal 
freedom is the death of God -- in 
this state one has no master, and 
one needs no master upon this con-
clusive notion of being responsi-
bility-less. Irresponsibility and 
self-destruction is the only con-
clusion one may reach if affected 
by the extremity of the Absurd.

In hopes of definitively outlin-
ing the extremity of the Absurd, 
let us now examine its defective 
input on the extreme Left. It is 
to my perplexity, that although 
statistically the social justice 
types are a marginalized group 
of the left (roughly 8% identi-
fying as “progressive activists”), 
the echo chamber of Identity Pol-

itics within media is heightened 
beyond comparison to that of ex-
treme conservatives (white su-
premacists). Obviously out-spoken 
white supremacists would in no 
way have a platform in this day 
and age, as there are instruments 
used to calculate (such as The RWA 
Scale) when conservatism devolves 
to Ethno-Nationalism and its rep-
rehensible ideals. The problem 
then, is there is currently no vi-
able instrument to measure the 
extremity of the left, and so one 
is only left with hints of nihil-
ism and abandonment of responsi-
bility. I say abandonment of re-
sponsibility, because in order to 
ascertain abusive utility of the 
Absurd, one can only assume the 
absolvement of God (Nietzsche’s no-
tion of God, that is).

By abuse of the Absurd, common 
sense is no longer common due to 
truths only being that of absurd, 
and its defect within the Left is 
manifested through extreme no-
tions such as identity politics, 
intersectionality over individ-
uality and by this revitalizing 
tribe mentality, and political cor-
rectness over freedom of expres-
sion through the guise of compas-
sion for the absurdity of life. To 
abuse Existentialism’s idea of the 
Absurd, is to adopt nihilism and 
demand victim-hood. This is the 
defect of the Left insofar that 
one may conclude.

o n  t h e  a b s u r d  c o n t.
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I think that I use art as a way to 
understand things, whether it’s ex-
plicit or not. I usually find myself 
making things not to expound upon 
some profound idea or thing, but in-
stead because I just want to make 
something. The process doesn’t feel 
like anything but putting my mind 
into an object, but I think over time 
I’ve realized it’s a form of therapy; 
because therapy is really just an 
aid for understanding, a tool used 
to change perspective. I also think 
it’s important to do things because 
you like them. In art there’s no 
need to explain oneself, you can do 
things simply because you want to, 
That’s what I like about it. Our lives 
as young adults are in a constant 
need of explanation, everyone seems 
to need one; but I think art is a 
nice break from that. 

j e s s e  h o u l e
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s o p h i a  b r u c e

Hi! My name is Sophia Bruce (or @planttpuke 
on Instagram) and I’m currently a tattoo ap-
prentice at Gratitude Tattoo. I am beyond 
lucky to be working in an all female tattoo 
shop here in Nashville and to be apart of 
such a great community of artists. Here are 
two of my flash sheets which are available 
to get tattooed (message me and let’s some-
thing up) along with a bunch of my cus-
tom kewpie drawings that I’m taking com-
missions for as well (once again message me 
for details haha). All of these were done 
digitally using and app called Procreate on 
my iPad but I also paint and do other types 
of art outside of flash & tattooing! Always 
looking for commissions or to collaborate 
with other local artists so please hit me up 
for any & all ideas!

Interested in being featured in the TWW art gallery? 
Email us at info@thiswonderfulworld.org
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R i l e y  o a k e s

Hello, TWW followers and supporters! To start this off, I would like to thank 
every single person who reads, follows, likes, or even simply enjoys the content 
TWW puts out. You all are the reasons why anyone gets the opportunity to have 
their expressions gain exposure, and you're responsible for the virus that is 
love and art that keeps on spreading. Thank you for being a part of Nashville 
and the community we have here.
Anyone can feel free to contact me through Instagram (@riley_komhs) for com-
missions or if you just wanna shoot the shit
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L I t e r a t u r e

ntil the eve of his thirty-ninth  
birthday, Charley Thurman lived a 
life devoid of the faintest passion, 

having found no distinct or defining vocation. For 
12 to 14 hours a day he operated a meat slicer in a 
tepid, non air-conditioned meat factory, gradually 
wearing down the cartilage of his shoulders as he 
ruminated on his agonizingly slow and monotonous 
death. This went on for untold decades, as it does for 
many people. Like these countless others, Charley 
suffered and went on suffering in that mode of qui-
et desperation written of by Henry David Thoreau. 
The precise reasons for this horrific but all-too-
common condition were never clear, to Charley or 
to any of those few unfortunate suckers who sucked 
at life enough to know him. It’s not that anything 
particularly bad ever happened to Charley, no, but 
then nothing particularly good ever happened to 
Charley either. Nothing at all happened, which, hav-
ing happened, might have forged in his soul some 
warm, certain, powerful attachment to life. Even 
something bad enough, had it actually happened, may 
have had the same effect. Any event of enough mag-
nitude, good or bad, would have succeeded in binding 
Charley firmly to his existence, in carving of his 
unshaped and inconsequential meat some likeness of 
high success or abject failure, of shining good or 
trembling evil. As it so happened, there was no such 
event. Nor were there any events of any kind, not 
for thirty-nine years, and for this reason Charley 
was exactly who he was, which is to say, who he was 
not. His existence was characterized primarily by 
an absence; an inarticulate and indefinable absence 
which hollowed his gut with the permanent feeling 
of having been cheated out of something he never 
distinctly knew  and no longer remembered. Not that 
Charlie had anything definite to be sad about ei-
ther, and perhaps even this contributed to his great 
unhappiness. Sorrow has been known to deepen a soul. 
In the same way that joy lifts one to the heights of 
ecstasy, sorrow too can drag one down to the depths 
of an agonizingly clear and sober understanding. 
Our Charley was simply, starkly, utterly ungrateful 
to be alive. Nothing ever felt good. Neither waking, 
nor sleeping, nor eating, nor working, nor the rare 
remarkable occasion on which Charley had a chance 
to fornicate with some other sad person as pitiful 

as himself. What’s worse, he wouldn’t even have known 
what to ask for if, for instance, a genie appeared 
from one of his beer bottles and asked him what he 
wanted. The ultimate problem with Charley was, Char-
ley didn’t particularly want anything. If anything, 
Charley only wanted to cease existing, because gen-
erally, he felt, at a level too deep to be articulated 
by someone as stupid, shallow, and lazy as himself, 
that the greatest tragedy in his life was the day he 
was born. With this general sense of resentment, use-
lessness, futility, nihilism, and low frequency angst, 
Charley went on, day after day, destroying his rota-
tor cuffs for those countless pounds of roast beef, 
turkey, chicken, ham, and salami, loading them into 
bins, and sending them on down the assembly line to 
be weighed and packaged by the next nobody. 

Charlie’s nameless and unrealized suffering went 
on for thirty-nine years until one day, that fate-
ful day before his thirty-ninth miserable birth-
day,  something peculiar happened, something which 
alcoholics refer to as a “moment of clarity”, which 
Christians describe as being “born again”, which 
Buddhists might speak of as “enlightenment”, which 
acid-washed trippers allude to as their “ego death”. 
Something new happened to Charley Thurman.  Not 
that anything changed, externally. It happened on 
a day like any other day, as he watched  roast beef 
piling up beneath the whirring, spinning, whizzing 
blade. While this visceral image was as common to 
Charley as the sun, he had never truly noted the red 
bloody color of its interior and the shit-brown col-
or of the outer meat, or its loose, floppy texture, or 
the way it curled and piled together like the flayed, 
jagged flesh of a million corpses. At this fateful mo-
ment Charley’s sight went beyond seeing, it burrowed 
within the pile of sloppy, smelly carnis, to see what 
it meant. Charley’s eyes were opened, seeing Good and 
Evil. Charley saw his whole life, chained there to 
that meat-slicer, saw the millions of cows slaugh-
tered, the millions of hungry, bloody-mawed people 
those million cows fed, the million bloody minutes 
of his own existence, all united in an abominably 
bloody orgy of meat. Breathless, speechless, Charley 
turned off the machine and wept, uncontrollably, 
choking out snotty, hiccuping, squealing tears, un-
til he couldn’t cry any longer. After crying out the 
dregs of his lifetime of futility, he wiped  the mu-
cus from his nose with his hand, and the tears from 
his eyes with his shirt, and instinctively, unthink-
ingly, reached forward, plunging his hands into the 
meat. It was cold, and wet, in there, reminding him in 
some way of the way mud feels when you play in it as 
a child, and this muddy feeling invoked some ancient 
child-like feeling in his soul. Something primitive 
and inexpressible possessed him. His hands twitched 

THE 
MEAT-SCULPTER 

By Isaac Eustice

 U
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and spasmed into a life all their own, squeezing 
and kneading the meat, forging it into shapes. Work-
ing without thought, without intention, driven by 
a primeval, god-like feeling, the first feeling Char-
ley had ever felt approaching happiness, a thought 
without thought, a feeling without feeling, Charley 
fashioned the meat into a shape. It was the shape of 
a pyramid, roughly; a crude, asymmetrical ziggurat 
with an unintentionally phallic tip spewing out a 
ribbon of red, brown, raw beef. Coming out of his fe-
vered trance, Charley stepped back from his creation 
and wiped his hands on his apron, sighing deeply 
with the mental, spiritual, and physical strain, and 
beheld the strange artifact. The feeling he sighed 
out with his satisfied breath expressed something 
like God meant when he was recorded in Genesis as 
saying: “and it was good…” It was so good, in fact, that 
Charley took his phone out, in flagrant violation of 
company policy, and snapped a picture of his art for 
his Instagram account, which at that time had only 
50 followers, since Charley had no actual, real life, 
flesh and blood friends, only other losers he com-
municated with on the internet. Shortly thereafter, 
Charley was fired from the meat-plant, and that was 
the happiest day of Charley’s life. That night Char-
ley drove home to his apartment singing, and drank a 
whole case of beer and ate two pizzas in celebration, 
and slept like a drunken, blissful baby, for four-
teen solid hours. When Charley finally woke up, he 
found himself in a new world, a world, incidentally, 
of his own creation. With a flood of notification 
pings, he found himself thrust, abruptly, into the 
spotlight of overnight fame. An Instagram friend of 
his, Bridgettt_23, who had racked up a whopping 5000 
followers posting a constant stream of rants against 
the evils of meat-eaters, had shared his masterpiece 
on her feed and his sculpture was circulated widely 
among the “woke” community. By the dawn of his hun-
gover morning, he found his inbox full of DMs prais-
ing his work, asking him for his number, calling him 
a genius, a god, and so forth. Awaking in his shabby 
bed in his shabby room, feeling shabby and hungover 
and half-dead, Charley could hardly understand what 
had happened, rubbing the early morning crust from 
his beady eyes. Poring through the stream of messag-
es in his inbox, he stumbled upon an invitation from 
the Gatekeepers to attend their council and discuss 
his work. Hardly understanding what they meant, he 
put on his only suit and tie and Ubered down-town 
to the address they had messaged him, which led to 
their office at the top of a very tall, glass tower 
overlooking the city. 

The Gatekeepers sat around a long circular table 
made of onyx, six of them, in white-suits and dark 
sunglasses. Hairless, thin-lipped, leather-faced pa-
triarchs, they sat with their hands folded around 
a framed photograph of Charley’s sculpture. Charley 
sat down at the end of the table, nervous in a heavy 
silence pregnant with tension.
“You are the sculptor?” One of the men asked, one in-

terchangeable with any others, their features blur-
ring together. 
“I’m a meat-cutter,” Charley replied. 
“And this is your work?”
“Yes.” 
“Your work has gone viral on Instagram. You’ve real-
ly struck a chord.”
“There must be some mistake, I was only joking…” 
“The metrics tell another story,” 
“Well I don’t get it,” 
“You don’t have to get it. The people get it. They love 
your art. Can you make more?” 
“How?”
“It’s quite simple really, just repeat what you did the 
first time, with slight variations. You’re really onto 
something with the meat. Veganism is trending. An-
ti-consumerist sentiments. Critiques of capitalism. 
A situation similar to the atmosphere of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the angst 
surrounding the industrial revolution. Keep making 
things with meat. It’s your signature.”
“I wouldn’t know what to make.”
“Make anything. A cross. A star. Various genitalia. 
A hammer and sickle for all we care. As long as it’s 
made from meat.”
“This is crazy, I’m not an artist.”
“But you are an artist, we see potential in you. We 
will make you an artist. Your work is sublime. It’s 
simultaneously comedic, pornographic, satirical, 
political, religious. It’s multi-layered, open to in-
terpretation. We’ll get you gallery shows. Tours. In-
terviews. We’ll sell prints, re-productions of your 
sculptures, we’ll pay for everything. All you have 
to do is keep producing work like this. You aren’t a 
meat-cutter any longer.” 

Reluctantly, trembling under the cold, calculating 
stare of the Gatekeepers, Charley relented. A con-
tract was slid to him across the table, and a glass 
pin on a small cushion. He was instructed to prick 
the tip of his little finger with the pin and sign 
by an artful smear of his own blood, along the dot-
ted line, a task he performed under the weight of a 
begrudging horror, a feeling which only grew with 
time. 

Like the Gatekeepers promised, his art was exhibit-
ed at prestigious galleries in London, Paris, Rome, 
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Moscow, Ontario, New York 
City, and Los Angeles. He grew world renowned virtu-
ally overnight. The Gatekeepers provided first-class 
airfare, five-star hotel rooms, and full-course meals. 
Pictures and reproductions of his work sold for im-
possibly high prices to international art dealers. 
Books and academic papers were written analyzing 
his work. He was interviewed by a long stream of 
journalists and featured on the cover of TIME maga-
zine as the reincarnation of Pablo Picasso. The thing 
he hated most about his new-found fame was the ques-
tions asked of him by the journalists in interviews 
which proceeded as follows: 

M E A T  S C U L P T E R c o n t.
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“The symbolism of your work seems to suggest a cri-
tique of the concept of hierarchy…”
“I don’t know what that means.”
“How long have you been a vegan?” 
“I was never a vegan.” 
“Are you a Marxist?”
“No.” 
“ Your meat pyramid is clearly an indictment of the 
patriarchy....”
“Okay.” 
“...sexual frustration…”
“Of course.”
“...religious conflict…”
“I’m not religious.”
“...anarchy…”
“I’m not an anarchist…”
“What are you then?”
“I’m a meat-cutter.” 

Although he hated the interviews, he applied him-
self diligently to his sculptures, high on a newfound 
sense of purpose.  Over a month of sleepless nights 
he produced an entire collection: meat pyramids, 
meat phalli, meat vulva, meat crosses, meat guns, meat 
nooses, meat pills, meat skulls, meat re-creations of 
Atlas shouldering the world. His sculptures sold rap-
idly and he won many awards and honors. Over time, 
however, he grew to hate his own creations. When the 
initial euphoria wore away, the art of meat-sculpt-
ing became just another monotonous job, not unlike 
factory work, only with the added burden of his sta-
tus as a public figure, and the obligation of con-
stant explanations as to what he was doing. He quit 
sleeping, a feat aided by a cocktail of expensive, de-
signer prescription medication, and became visibly 
exacerbated in interviews, many of which he began 
to decline, which only added to his fame, and the 
enigma surrounding his personality. Perceiving his 
fatigue, the Gatekeepers decided to reward him for 
his hard work by purchasing a very beautiful, very 
expensive escort for him, whom they delivered to his 
top-story apartment in the glass tower, so that she 
would be waiting for him in bed with champagne, 
at his return that evening from an address given 
to an Ivy League university. This five-star prosti-
tute happened to be a very devoted fan of his work, 
perhaps the most fervent of all his supporters. She 
owned originals of many of his sculptures, repro-
ductions and pictures of all of them, and collected 
fragments of interviews, memorizing his every word 
and exploit. To her, known to most of the world only 
as Sherri, Charley was the genius of a generation, a 
prophet, and she was dying to sleep with him. 

He was very drunk when he got back to the apartment 
and the fornication which followed was a blur, fol-
lowed by a long, lethargic silence, in which he only 
lay there smoking and staring blankly at the ceil-
ing with a feeling of profound emptiness, a peaceful, 
albeit brooding silence, which was only broken by 

Sherri, who could not endure silences, saying final-
ly, 

“You are a genius, you know.” 
At which point, he coughed, and sat up in bed, an-
noyed at what he knew was certain to follow. 
“Please don’t,” he said. 
“But you are! Your work is so...raw...it’s so...violent...
it’s like the primal scream of a dying animal, how do 
you do it? Does it come from God?”
“I make statues out of meat,” he said, “that’s hardly 
divine.”
“But it cuts right to the core of our consumer soci-
ety, it’s an indictment of greed, of shallow consump-
tion, of the violence done to the earth in the name 
of capitalism, and money, and…”
“It doesn’t mean anything!” He shouted, jumping to 
his feet and pacing in his boxers, “I made it at work 
one day because I hated my job! Then I put it on the 
internet and it became this huge thing, but I didn’t 
mean it to, I don’t even understand what it means, 
no one understands what it means, it’s meaningless! 
Everyone only loves it, because it’s sold to them, be-
cause they’re ordered to like it, because it’s suppos-
edly so profound and so much higher than anything 
they could possibly understand. They’re afraid to 
admit that it’s ugly, because their whole pretentious 
art club is built on incoherent trash just like it! 
It’s a big fucking joke, it’s less than art, it’s the 
opposite of art, it’s disgusting! It’s just a way for 
pirates like the Gatekeepers to rob insecure, shallow 
idiots and for egotistical neurotic losers like me to 
cheat life and quit our jobs, it’s a dirty trick!” 

Sherri’s lips began to quiver and tears streaked down 
her cheeks, black streaks of running eye-liner, giv-
ing her the resemblance of a weeping clown,  and she 
said, “But Charley, I love you…” 

Charley fell silent a moment and looked at her across 
the room feeling very sorry for her, and a bit like a 
bully himself. He wished  he had never met her, that 
he had never signed that damn contract, and that he 
were back at the plant cutting meat and drinking 
beer alone and watching television. 
“Love me? You don’t even know me. The Gatekeepers 
bought you for me, for the night, to keep me from 
killing myself. You don’t love me, or art, or anything 
or anyone probably, you just love the world, and the 
shiny, transient things it gives you, even though the 
world doesn’t love you, and you don’t even love your-
self. I’m sorry for you, that you met me, and you had 
to see what a fraud I am. And I’m sorry for you, that 
you were born.” 

With that final, doomed confession, Charley ran 
across the room and threw himself through the glass, 
out into the cold, empty air, where he seemed to hov-
er and flail a moment, before free-falling thousands 
of feet to the pavement, where he ended as a bloody 
mess beside a taxi. Like vultures flocking to a fresh 

M E A T  S C U L P T E R c o n t.
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corpse, a crowd formed around his leftovers, Snap-
Chatting and Instagramming his suicide, which went 
viral within minutes, making the Gatekeepers more 
money than anything produced during his lifetime.  
He was awarded a posthumous Nobel Peace Prize, and 

went down in history as a great, sensitive, and bril-
liant artist, whose primary medium, was raw, grass-
fed, cage-free, ethically-sourced, hormone-free, non-
gmo, ground beef.

M E A T  S C U L P T E R c o n t.

a poem by isaac eustice

JANUARY, 2020 

The Winter of War followed
(naturally) 
a summer’s hard drinking. 

Let it be remembered not all of us were generals. 
I suppose we should have stormed their houses,
and dragged them to the ocean
though it was already full of children. 

It was uncharacteristically tepid, 
temperatures fleeting, 
as a grief-crazed woman from room to room 
clutches the hair 
of her beloved. 

And there was no Christmas, 
only a frenzy of fevered carols, 
long grievances maintained
by an obligatory,
desperate laughter. 

You should have seen the way they danced around the fire 
guzzling gasoline, 
then made beds 
on the bones 
of aborted saviors. 

What can be written that would not burn again with Alexandria? 
What can be said that was not groaned by each murdered prophet
every last defiled 
and bloody 
fucking Sunday? 

Funny the way we felt relieved when the bombs fell 
the way a condemned man savours his last breakfast
and sighs, to see (finally)
the rumored gallows. 

Let it be remembered some of us were already mourning
and the snow was already bloodied
before they came with wheel-barrows for the bodies. 

bio: “I work for no man, I have no name.
~O’Brother Where Art Thou
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poems by samuel e. day
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Art Institute of Chicago 
looking to my left
in Chicago
lines lines lines
fall from her eyes to
weather reddened ears
reminding me of my mother
as many things do
 
but alas
the hand has become a man
and I should look forward 
and walk across the white
lines lines lines
to the other side
 
the cold wind playfully slaps my cheek
but I don’t mind
 
first welcoming me as a guest 
the museum walls swallow me
mocking my poor sense of direction
yet I’m the one left to digest
 
the contents of her stomach: 
 
Truth is unveiled as Time goes by
an old man plays his guitar 
Picasso somehow knows
how to make me cry
Peace attempts to distract War
but she wastes her breath
on this cold Chicago day 
he’ll keep on fathering his disasters
getting up in the morning 
to make his beds of Death
Las camas de la muerte
 
my boots flirt with the
lines lines lines
on the floor which I assume
serve to emphasize
the distance between myself
and these painted souls
“join us” each one of them calls
my boots are tempted to trip me
towards the canvas I will fall
maybe I would join those suspended 
immortal on these white walls

a poem by sydney joy
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It is the year 2020
It is the year 2020
And the supermarkets
And the greenhouses
And the schools
And hospitals
Are all going about
To the same tune they’ve known for a long time
It is the year 2020
And the lights on the freeway
And the cars that roll by my home
And the movie theatres neon
And the back porch light
Still shine along
As general electric has promised
It is the year 2020
And the beard on my back still grows
And my toenails need a trimming
And my hair still grows uneven
And my jacket still smells like cigarettes
Just like they’ve been doing
For as long as I can remember
For it is the year 2020
And who knows what is to change
And what is to not
No thyme added to the soup
No time added to the world
Just 365 days of this wonderful world still spinning.

My name is William Lip-
chik, I’m a 19 year old 
living in Nashville Ten-
nessee. Recently my cre-
ative outlets have been 
changing, and since plen-
ty of people in my fam-
ily write poetry, and 
my grandfather Elliot O. 
Lipchik is a published 
one, I’ve decided to take 
it up. A little about me: 
I’m originally from Chi-
cago Illinois, I’ve been 
painting since I was lit-
tle and always used it as 
a means of communica-
tion for how I’m feeling, 
but again recently I’m 
trying to discover how to 
use actual words to show 
how I feel. I also dabble 
with video/photography, 
in which I’m majoring 
in audio visual produc-
tion at Belmont Universi-
ty. Hopefully these poems 
treat you well!

poems by william lipchik

Love letter 1945
In all of our finer things
The ways that we found lost lips
Fuzzy like peaches
Rubbin up against eaches
Of our owns
Home grown
Love
Gene, you are A dime in the nickels that surround me
Shiney and worth more than most
Your moon shaped cheeks
Blind me as I kiss ya

(cont. on next page)
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folding clothes and askin ‘whats for supper?’
I know I’m no good
No pope
But I’m me
And you see it bright as the day is every morn
We start the day together
No matter how sour the lope for breakfast
The grapes for lunch
The wine at dinner
I always find something sweet in your kisses
Adding sugar to the whole day
And reminding me
That love like this exists
It’s like welcoming back old friends
With cof ee and tea.
Cozy and familiar ain;t it?

"Lookout Mountain" 
 
Oh, Lookout Mountain I want to see you
Look away! You mighty mountain
Oh, Lookout Mountain I want to see you
Look away! We're bound away from our home in Chattanooga
 
We fought the Civil War on Lookout Mountain
Look away! You mighty mountain
Bless us Union soldiers who fought to protect it
Look away! We're bound away from our home in Chattanooga  
 
The Tennessee River will take us to Nashville
Look away! You mighty mountain
With railroads to Atlanta and Knoxville
Look away! We're bound away from our home in Chattanooga
 
I met my darlin' who lived in East Ridge
Look away! You mighty mountain
From Missionary Ridge I could see her smokestack
Look away! We're bound away from our home in Chattanooga
 
So it's fare thee well, Lookout Mountain
Look away! You mighty mountain
My general is calling me to the next fight
Look away! We're bound away from our home in Chattanooga

a poem by andrew juba
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Is Coldplay Saving the World?
by Addison Pozzi

 

 On November 22nd, 2019, Coldplay released their eighth studio album Everyday Life. The album imme-
diately shot to number one in several countries, reviews were generally good (for a Coldplay album), and 
everything seemed just dandy for Coldplay fans. But with the release of the album, another onslaught of 
headlines dominated media outlets, “Coldplay NOT touring for the environment” read one, “Coldplay halts 
all touring to save the environment” read another. Is this true? 
 
It is true that big arena tours across the board are horrible for the environment. According to The Guard-
ian, the average arena tour has the carbon footprint of a one-way trip to Mars or the average waste pro-
duced by 6,500 Americans per year. That’s a hell of a lot of waste for some tunes. So when Coldplay announced 
they weren’t touring because of environmental concerns, acclaim was rapturous. Chris Martin was almost 
instantly promoted to a serious advocate for the fight against climate change just as album sales shot up 
even higher than before. 
 
Needless to say, there are plenty of problems with this approach. According to a different article from 
The Guardian, just 100 companies have been responsible for 71% of global carbon emissions since 1988, and 
arena tours take up less than a tenth of a percent of the global carbon emissions. Pollution, in large part, 
is caused on a macro-scale with these companies and not based off the emissions of individual people. By 
Coldplay not touring, they are enforcing the idea that the problem of pollution can be solved with indi-
vidual decisions when the actual problems are caused, on a much larger scale, by these 100 companies. The 
solution to all these environmental concerns isn’t a platinum-selling band essentially doing nothing, but 
an organized fight on the government level. 
So where does Coldplay fit in all of this? Well, for starters, they should go on tour. How about instead of 
raising awareness for the environment through a one-time headline, they go on tour and urge their fans 
at these shows to take action and organize; maybe set up a few booths with local grass-roots agitation 
groups for fans to petition at their local governments. Also, considering Coldplay’s last tour netted over 
$523 million in ticket sales, the third-largest grossing tour in history, how about they donate the money? 
That’ll offset their carbon emissions and do more for the environment than not doing anything ever could. 

So is Coldplay saving the world? No. And, in fact, they’re doing nothing.

m e d i a

Attention local artists! 
We would love to promote your music.
Email us at
info@thiswonderfulworld.org 
for more information
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Welcome to the final official edition of Nick’s Picks Six! I’ve had so much 
fun writing this column for almost a whole year. It’s forced me to go outside 
my comfort zone musically, which is something I really cherish. I wanted to 
put a special thanks to Sierra Torres and Syd Joy for making this column 
look so amazing, and designing the visuals so they consistently overtake the 
written content in quality. And thanks to anyone who read my silly opin-
ions on music and took them seriously, you are the reason I have a semblance 
of self-esteem. Please go listen to more music, and show the people you love 
music that makes you happy, there is no better feeling! This is a list of my 
favorite records from the 2010’s. It’s completely biased and ill-informed.  

S i n g l e s

Kurt Vile - B'lieve I'm Goin Down
I encountered this record just months before moving to Nashville 
TN in 2016, and it was vital to expanding my musical tastes in 
preparation for the move. The folksy, almost bluegrass, infusion of 
the songs helped me appreciate the traditional Country Music that 
saturates southern culture. 
This album features the best sides of Kurt Vile’s career; from un-
organized lo-fi jams, to some of the most stellar songwriting and 
production of Vile’s discography. This record represents everything 
Vile has accomplished and hints towards the future in an effortless 
and cohesive fashion.  

Courtney Barnett - Sometimes I Sit And 
Think, And Sometimes I Just Sit
As we all know all good things come from Goshen, IN. And Goshen’s col-
lege radio station was kind enough to introduce me to Courtney Barnett 
when this record was released. When I first heard ‘Elevator Operator’ I 
knew that Barnett was one of the most talented lyricists in the entire 
music industry. She has quickly risen to be one of the most prominent 
musicians in Australia, and an extremely successful act worldwide. 
This album was most people’s introduction to her music, and she ful-
filled every expectation and more. Courtney Barnett is consistently an 
inspiration for me musically, and personally. This record introduced me 
to her music and it will always be special to me because of that.  

Sufjan Stevens - Carrie & Lowell
Sufjan’s music has always been very important to me but always seemed 
out of reach musically because of its complexity and the vastness 
of his catalog. When this record released I was going through a 
breakup, I was getting ready to graduate high school, and some of 
the songs felt like they were speaking directly to me. Not only were 
the lyrics applicable to the situations I was going through, but the 
tonal quality of the record and gentle delivery of each song tore 
right to my core. This was the first time a record with such simple 
production had affected me so greatly, and this taught me the power 
of a song’s words and their delivery. 
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N i c k s  p i c k s  C o n t i n u e d     

Queens of The Stone Age - 
...Like Clockwork 
Ever since childhood, I’ve been a fan of Queens but when I 
hit my teenage years I became utterly obsessed with them, 
and the frontman Josh Homme. I quickly absorbed their dis-
cography and moved on to Homme’s earlier projects, and prided 
myself with rare b-sides and an encyclopedic knowledge of 
the band. When this album came out it was the first record 
they’d released since I had become a fan, and I was more than 
ready for it. It exceeded my expectations in every way and 
the story behind the music entranced me, inspiring me to 
dream that maybe one day I’d be half as cool as Josh Homme. 
This is cohesively the best Rock & Roll record in the last 20 
years, and I challenge anyone to prove me wrong. Who else has 
literally died, and came back to life to make a Rock album? 
No one else, and Josh Homme did it better than anyone. 

Wilco - Schmilco 
I’ve also been an enormous Wilco fan my entire life. My 
songwriting and production style has been directly in-
spired by Jeff Tweedy, and this album feels the most like 
him to me. The record sounds like you’ve been locked in a 
room with Jeff Tweedy, and are being shown his songs in 
uncomfortably close quarters. This, coupled with the ex-
aggeratedly dry production style, just hit all my marks 
and made me fall in love with the album. It felt as 
though there was no thick veneer of phony song presen-
tation, and I was able to consume the songs in a raw and 
unadulterated format. I really love this album for those 
reasons, and it continues to mean a lot to me.  

King Gizzard & The Lizard 
Wizard - Flying Microtonal 
Banana 
This record represents the wildly talented, untamed rag-
ing storm, that is King Gizzard & The Lizzard Wizard. 
With this album and concurrent releases, King Gizzard 
changed the music industry’s (and my own) perception of 
Psychedelic Rock forever. There is no other band that has 
crossed as many genres as successfully as King Gizzard 
has, and this album was the start of the release cycle 
that crossed those boundaries.  
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Name a few well-known bands Blue 
could share a playlist with?

Alex: Why don’t you go first (after 
a brief argument)?

Dave: Okay, Blue… It’s definitely a 
pop driven track, that’s how 
I feel now. Right now, it hon-
estly feels very Band Camino. 
It feels pop-punky to me for 
sure.

Alex: I get a lot of Kings of 
Leon, honestly. 
 
Dave: I actually got into 
them just after we recorded 
Blue.

Alex: Also, My Bloody Valen-
tine and Slowdive as well.

What part of the song was 
written first?

Alex: That main guitar riff.

Dave:: didn’t you write that? 
I guess I kinda wrote what 
would become the main riff.

Alex: Yeah, basically Dave 
and I were like, “we need to 
write a song,” so we just sat 
down together one day and wrote 
it. 

How long did it take to finish?

Alex: Well we wrote it in January.

Dave: Yeah this is gonna sound bad 
but we didn’t start recording un-
til July. We kinda came into this 
fall a little ahead of ourselves 
and had some growing pains that 
kind of stalled it and pushed back 
the release. But honestly, I’m glad 

it took that long. I really love how 
it came together in the studio.

As your sound drifts further from 
Song of the Nighttime, where do 
you see the band’s
sound going?

Dave: It’s personality. I wrote Song 
of the Nighttime before the band 
was even really formed. I think 
with each song each guy is adding 
more and more of his personality.

Alex: Yeah, I think we’re build-
ing towards a Feathers’ sound with 
each release.

Dave: I think everyone in the 
band has their own idea of what 
it means to be successful: what 

it means to be an artist, what it 
means to be in a band, what it 
means to make great music. We’ve 
all got different people that we 
look up to through that and that’s 
what I think makes it cool!

What venues are on the top of your 
list to play in town that you hav-
en’t played?

Alex: 3rd and Lindsley, probably 
the biggest.

Dave: I wanna open at the Ryman.

Alex: Exit/In for sure.

Dave: Exit/In is a big one, but 3rd 
and Lindsley? 

Alex: Definitely.

(Rapid Fire Questions About 
Band Members)

Who drinks the most coffee?

Alex: Me

Dave: Well…

Who smokes the most ciga-
rettes?

(Alex and Dave both say wow 
loudly)

Alex: It’s probably a tie.

Who works out the most?

Alex: Sean

Dave: Sean

Who has done the most juice 
cleanses?

Alex: Fuck my life…

Tell me about your next show.

Dave: February 22nd, it’s gonna be 
insane. 

Alex: It’s our headlining show, 
doors open at 8. 

Follow The Thing With Feathers' 
on instagram @ttwfband

Interview with 
the thing with feathers: 

A Smoke Outside Ember’s Ski Lodge 
with Alex and Dave

By Joseph Garabed
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he essence of Folk music is how it’s been 
passed on, reinvented, re-imagined, and 
passed on again. The Folk Revival at its 

peak in the mid 1960s found artists drawing from 
the influence of their musical ancestors to create 
a musical interpretation of American culture and 
politics. While this is the nature of music- to create 
from influence and experience, specific nuances and 
trends stand out. Such as the Genre-bending of Folk 
that took place in the late 60s and 70s, melding it 
into rock and psychedelia, or the similar sounds and 
ideology found between artists. The malleability of 
music is what makes it so enticing- the qualities 
of music that can be reshaped decades down the line 
but never destroyed as they will always exist in the 
past. Here are five songs released this year that ring 
true to the sound, lyrical styles, and spirit of Folk 
music- where there’s no need to cap a song at 3 min-
utes, the story is rich, and the lyrics are deep. 

1.) “Andromeda” by Weyes Blood 

“Andromeda” sounds like the backdrop to a roman-
tic sci-fi movie as the track begins with futuris-
tic synths mimicking the sound of a time machine 
revving up for a journey through space and time. 
The songs dreamy soundscape coupled with timeless 
folk style melodies and acoustic guitar makes for a 
genre merged land- which proved to be the stomping 
grounds for other music in 2019. Lyrically, the song 
embarks on a run from love, but ends with a dare to 
try. The woman behind the pseudonym, Natalie Mer-
ing, wrote “Andromeda” which is featured on her 2019 
release Titanic Rising co-produced by Foxygen’s Jon-
athan Rado. 

2.) “Don’t Know How to Keep Loving You” by Julia Jack-
lin

This song is the intangible embodiment of feeling 
stuck and not wanting to move. The revelation of the 
derealization of what was once love. Brought into full 
emotional force with Jacklin’s beautifully chilling 
vibrato and a halfway distorted guitar like a heart 
trying to break free. Her lyrics explore who she is 
to become without her lover- “Into the darkness or is 
the light?... Who will I be now that you’re no longer 
next to me?” While she recognizes that leaving this 
relationship may actually be the light, the fear of 
self-reinvention still feels somewhat paralyzing.

3.) “Not” by Big Thief 

Big Theif’s six minute single off their second album 
release of 2019 Two Hands is just as sonically com-
pelling as it is lyrically. Adrianne Lenker’s vocals 
resonate with the timbre and emotionality of a vi-
olin as her inner conductor brings the intensity to 
crescendo at the songs zenith. The lyrics have the 
ability to sweep you off feet with abstract declara-
tions like, “It's not the energy reeling/ Nor the lines 
in your face/ Nor the clouds on the ceiling/ Nor 
the clouds in space” followed by specific more earth-
ly statements, “It’s not the phone on the table.” The 
song’s entire second half features Lenker’s piercing 
guitar work reminiscent Neil Young and Crazy Horse’s 
“Danger Bird”- as it doesn’t attempt to show off, it 
breeds empathy of the song’s emotion note by note. 

4.) “The Greatest” by Lana Del Rey 

“The Greatest” is a longing for distant memories, a 
modern retelling of the good ole days synchronously 
evoking the hurt and the euphoria that rides along-
side reminiscence. Del Rey sings a testament to the 
times- the times she spent happy, sad, and the trib-
ulations of this past decade as she writes her eu-
logy through rose-colored lenses. Through post card 
like recollections Lana revisits her favorite snap 
shots in the time portraying; Long Beach, the bar 
where The Beach Boys would go, New York, Dancing, 
Rock and Roll. In the songs epilogue Lana speaks in 
news headlines declaring, “Hawaii just missed that 
fireball, L.A. is in flames, it’s getting hot, Kanye West 
is blonde and gone, ‘Life on Mars’ aint just a song/ Oh, 
the live stream’s almost on.” “The Greatest” reflects 
more on the feelings felt rather than trying to make 
sense of it all. 

5.) “Lark” by Angel Olsen 

Angel Olsen’s 2019 All Mirrors album opener “Lark” 
builds to a grandeur orchestration accompanied by 
Olsen’s racing thought like lyrics as she throws more 
gasoline into the fire with each verse to reach an 
incendiary refrain. The song is relentlessly cathar-
tic as it takes you for a ride down memory lane and 
doesn’t hesitate to stop and look at all the scenery. 
The ominous strings coupled with Olsen’s powerful 
voice that sounds like its being cast from another 
dimension invites you to sit back and enjoy the ride 
– more so be totally immersed in it. 

 T

The Resurgence of Folk Music in 2019
Five songs that ring true to the sound

by Raeleigh Tochtenhagen
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E: What do you want to go by for 
this interview? 
KW: If you’re interviewing me for 
the musical qualities do Kevlar 
Woodvest, but if you’re asking me 
for myself and my name do Kevin 
Wood and I’ll tell you about skate-
boarding and reselling baseball 
cards. 
E: How’d you start playing music? 
KW: Oh god dammit. This is a load-
ed rapture of a question, am I 
supposed to come to Jesus? When 
do I get saved in this question? 
‘When did you start doing music?’ 
Oh, well I started sangin’ in the 
church when I was a youngin’... I 
did. I played in a worship band. 
E: I don’t know if it’ll translate to 
text but the delivery on that was 
hilarious. 
KW: My brother played music, I 
picked up a guitar of his, Yama-
ha something series, really great 
cheap guitars. The first song I 
learned was the Twilight Zone, do-
de-do-do. 3-4-3-0. 
E: That makes a lot of sense, I don’t 
know why. 
KW: Yeah that does make sense for 
me. My brother had a chord book, 
from like the 80s or the 70s, it was 
really archaic. It had jazz chords 
but those were too hard to learn. 
E: Things not meant for children 
to understand. 
KW: The first time I ever really 
thought about music in a differ-
ent way, like as something I could 
really get in to, I picked up a 
guitar and attempted to do some 
kind of “Paperback Writer” by the 
Beatles, but it wasn’t that. I don’t 
even know how to play that, it was 
all improv... I was playing these 
chords and things came together, I 
was surprised and it was cohesive. 
I’m sure it was very bad but that 
was the first song I ever wrote... 
I just thought to myself ``Oh that 
was different, that wasn’t like 
just playing the chords.” 
E: It had a spirit to it. 
KW: Yeah, it was spiritual. That 
sounds fuckin’ stupid but it was 

certainly that... Moving forward, I 
got into skateboarding which took 
me away from music, and then I got 
into weed which brought me back 
into music, but in the interim I 
was still playing just far 
removed from that time before... I 
went to middle school, I got saved. 
That’s an important part for me. 
There’s an emotional thing in 
Christian worship that is kind 
of abused, unintentionally so... 
I don’t want to say dark but it’s 
not good. 13 year olds don’t know 
the power of music and the emo-
tion it conveys. It can really do 
wild shit, it can change you, it 
certainly changed me. For me, mu-
sic is something more, reinforcing 
the spiritual side of it. My youth 
pastor sold me his Taylor for like 
$800. 
E: Very Christian. 
KW: It was the Christian thing to 
do, it’s a nice guitar. It was beat 
up but not more than I beat it up, 
I beat the shit out of that guitar. 
You ever played Rainbow Road on 
Mario Kart? That’s the fretboard 
of that guitar, it hurts physical-
ly to play. It fucking hurts, I am 
not kidding... I ended up playing 
in church and I’ll never forget 
laying on the floor, the bands go-
ing on, the pastor is praying. One 
of them comes to me after and says 
‘Uhh, you can’t do that.’ I was wor-
shipping God! or claiming to, wor-
shiping the universe, whatever. 
The spurge of life. What do you 
mean I can’t do that? That’s what 
you’ve been encouraging every-
one to do! I’m doing it and being 
persecuted, I’m being punished or 
whatever, being told no by the one 
person who told me yes. 
E: Labelled a heretic. 
KW: I’m being burned at the pro-
verbial stake, here. It’s dramatic, I 
feel the cat-o-nine tails wrapping 
around my eye lids, I feel the hot 
oils burning down my earholes. 
E: You were disillusioned. 
KW: I left the church... I feel very 
passionate spiritually, but there’s 

a better path that doesn’t have to 
be so decisive. There’s a middle 
road and even too much of that is 
wrong. We need extremism just as 
much... Dichotomy is super import-
ant, like I played folk music grow-
ing up and my first real band was 
a fuckin’ metal band (Charades for 
Kids) and then later a punk band 
called Squid Supply. We were try-
ing to get on this Natural Child 
show, when Natural Child was in 
this group called Cowboy Dynamite 
at the Mercantile down in Frank-
lin. That place was crazy, the most 
money I ever made on a gig was 
when I was 16 at the Mercantile. 
It was $100 a head, with 4 people 
in our band. They must have paid 
like $1200 for all the bands, it was 
stupid insane. I think somebody 
had to have gotten fucked over... 
I’m sorry if that was the case who-
ever it is out there. I spent it all 
in 2 days. 
E: Bubblegum, baseball cards. 
KW: Yeah, Ben and Jerry’s. I played 
one of our songs tonight... I broke 
that band up, because I was like 
‘Oh, the reason this is fun is I 
come over and get drunk, and we 
do this.’ I still think that’s why 
we were successful. It would have 
been right to take it seriously, 
there would be a benefit to that. 
But I didn’t just want to go and 
pretend. 
E: What does taking it seriously 
even entail? 
KW: I don’t know, I’ve spent my 
whole life doing irony and juxta-
position... This balance. The first 
thing we did tonight was a funny 
joke and then “Alright this song 
is about my dad dying.” That’s what 
I want people to feel, the jar-
ring-ness. That’s the bipolar-ness 
I go through. If I’m going to be 
up there doing this, I have to be 
empathetic and understanding and 
I’m just rambling now. 
E: No no, that’s what an interview 
is. 
KW: I fought with the whole Nash-
ville idea of pursuing music, af-

KeVin Wood inTerVieW 
by eVAn CenAC 
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ter Squid Supply until I thought 
‘No maybe I was wrong’ and went af-
ter it. I found out, bitterly, I was 
right, that this is such a cruel 
world. There’s a million of me out 
here, there’s nothing cruel about 
that. That’s just how it is. You start 
whittle down to a finer point and 
ask yourself, ‘What am I aiming 
at?’ You try to craft a finer and 
finer arrow, you aren’t swinging 
a blunt object like I was playing 
metal bands. What are we talking 
about? That’s why I play stuff like 
“I Wanna Die Young”. It’s really im-
portant that suicide be top of the 
list of what we’re talking about. 
Too many people are dying from it 
that are great artists. Two years 
ago, everyone’s like ‘Oh, Hollywood 
is dying,’ but in the last year so 
many great musicians have died, 
and a great amount of them from 
themselves and their own unique 
problems and things they face... 
There has to be something more we 
do that’s not just for us, there’s a 
small chance that maybe somebody 
out there needs it and that’s what 
keeps me going... because certain-
ly this is just cathartic, this is 
just me doing what I want to do. 
There’s this great Todd Snider al-
bum, he’s a relic in this town, Cash 
Cabin Sessions, Vol.3 that starts 
with “Working on a Song”. Coming 
to Nashville, working on the same 
damn song. It’s about quitting but 
not being able to. I heard that 
song and, fuck, I was a piece of 
shit, drunk driving around Nash-

ville, wasted... The first thing I 
did when I tried to quit music 
was write a song about quitting 
music. Like fuck dude, this is not 
going to work. There’s this problem 
I think every artist faces that 
drives you mad, you know you can’t 
stop and you want to seek valida-
tion but you can’t find content-
ment. That’s really hard. 
E: What kind of art isn’t mastur-
batory? 
KW: Masturbatory? Oh yeah. When I 
get on stage, I’m fuckin’ smearing 
my shit and beating it against my 
chest and saying ‘I am a god damn 
human being.’ That’s what it is 
about... everybody does it in their 
own way, they do a different design 
on their chest and face, but at the 
end of the day we all know we ar-
en’t different. That’s why artists 
need to support each other, be-
cause we’re monsters. You can’t be 
a part of something bigger than 
yourself if you don’t want to be 
and I’m ranting, I’m sorry. 
E: That’s what an interview is! You 
just talk the whole time. 
KW: Yeah but I feel good at it and 
that’s what’s wrong. This is real-
ly stroking my ego and you should 
punch me in the balls. Write that 
down. 
E: What does the end look like? 
KW: I hear there’s a light, that’s 
what I’m told. I have to base all 
value at that. It’s gotta get better, 
right? But what are you asking me, 
how I’m going to end? Die on stage 
like GG Allin? 

E: Is that how he died? 
KW: No, he was a pussy. 
E: At the last show of yours I went 
to I missed all the music but I did 
find your job applications on all 
the bars and stages. What are the 
virtues of labor? 
KW: A direct connection to suffer-
ing. An actual receipt for it! They 
pay you! Some say life is pain, I 
think it’s painful, I think it’s 
joyful... but we all know we’re on 
the Earth and that’s what brings 
us together. I can bring a room to-
gether on the simple fact that we 
have to put up with this bullshit! 
Even me trying to bring the room 
together, you gotta put up with 
this fuckin’ guy! That’s the hard-
est thing to tell somebody, that 
you don’t want to talk to them. Cuz 
you love them so much but you’re 
like ‘Nah I can’t deal with this 
right now.’ That’s the suffering, 
the internal conflict, what’s the 
question? 
E: What’s the deal with East Nash-
ville? 
KW: Let me phrase that in the form 
of a question. How far.. is inev-
itably too far, and we can’t ever 
get too far on the pursuit of our- 
You know what, East Nashville is 
a fuckin’ poundcake on a stubborn 
nail that wont be driven. You can 
pound it all you want, you can 
beat it into the board but that 
nail is bending over at a certain 
point and it’s never going to work 
as specified. 

k e v i n  w o o d  C o n t i n u e d     

75% of New Years Resolutions fail.
Have a nice year.
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